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Inline Quasi-Elliptic Bandpass Filter Based
on Metal 3-D Printing Technology

Jiayu Rao , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Kenneth Nai, Jose Marques-Hueso ,

Povilas Vaitukaitis , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, and Jiasheng Hong , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— This article presents a novel waveguide loaded air
slots’ resonator (WLASR) comprised of a surrounding metal
box and inserted metal disk with etched air slots. The proposed
WLASR exhibits a comparable unloaded quality factor ( Qu) to
the coaxial resonator and allows controlling the electric and mag-
netic couplings separately. These attractive characteristics were
first deployed to design a four-pole inline electrical–magnetic
mixed-coupling bandpass filter centered at 2.82 GHz with a
fractional bandwidth of 6.73% and two controllable transmission
zeros (TZs) located at 2.65 and 2.98 GHz, respectively. Direct
metal 3-D printing technology was utilized to manufacture the
prototype. The measured results were auspicious for the first
demonstrated 3-D printed prototype. Hence, two six-pole filters
with multiple TZs, more compact sizes, higher Qu, and improved
shape were designed. For experimental validation, one of them
was printed with only two pieces. The measured results agreed
well with the simulated ones.

Index Terms— Bandpass filters (BPFs), inline structure, metal
3-D printing, mixed coupling, transmission zeros (TZs).

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN microwave filters with multiple transmission
zeros (TZs) are vitally required in enhancing the

selectivity of wireless communications systems. Tradition-
ally, cross-coupled, bypass-coupled, and source–load-coupled
topology structures were widely adopted in quasi-elliptic band-
pass filter (BPF) designs [1]–[10], and they are still considered
as the main methods to achieve TZs. However, topologies of
these filters often need to construct multiple coupling pathways
to shift the relative phases, which increases the complexity of
the design and the fabrication process. Alternatively, extracted-
pole section technology was studied for obtaining TZs with
relatively simple physical structures [11]–[15]. Due to the
introduction of nonresonating structures, this method results in
a larger size. In addition, this kind of TZ is sensitive, making
the TZs of the designed filters hard to tune.

More recently, inline structure BPFs with multiple TZs
are becoming popular because of their advantages in
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configuration simplicity, as well as input and output (I/O)
isolation [16]–[26]. In [16] and [17], the same inline con-
figuration was realized by changing the orientation of the
selected resonators to obtain nonadjacent coupling to produce
TZs, which actually belongs to the cross-coupled topology,
and the TZs cannot be controlled independently. Frequency-
variant coupling was proposed by assuming that the couplings
are linear [18]–[21] to design inline BPFs with controllable
TZs. As a result, these derived network topologies provide
simple configurations for high selectivity filters by cascading
resonators one after another. Although they had the desired
results, it should be noted that these works only relied on sim-
ulations. Hence, a general direct synthesis method explained
this kind of inline filter [22]. From the conventional constant
coupling network, combing capacitance, and coupling matrix
together, the frequency-variant couplings’ matrix can be ulti-
mately decided. An inline fourth-order BPF with two TZs was
then designed for validation of the synthesis theory in [22].
However, the shielding walls and the metal rods are required
for physical realization to control inner coupling. In the
meantime, the mixed-coupling concepts were also deployed
to synthesize the inline structure filters in [23] and [24].
Similarly, extra metal strips and rods are still required to
produce mixed inner coupling for generating TZs, increasing
the complexity of the structures.

On the other hand, additive manufacturing or 3-D print-
ing technique has been employed in the microwave and
millimeter-wave components’ fabrications in recent years
because of their characteristics such as rapid prototyping, high
precision, and easy manufacturing of highly complex 3-D
structures [27], [28]. Nonmetallic printing technology, such
as Stereolithographic (SLA), features higher resolution and
lighter weight, but postmetal plating must then be performed.
The inner surface is hard to electroplate well, especially for
those components with complex internal structures printed as
a single part. An alternative option is the direct metal printing
technique, which eliminates the need for the postmetallization
process. Also, direct metal printing offers better conductivity
and robustness, although the surface postpolishing process is
often required for metal printing, which is easily achieved,
compared with the postmetallization process.

In this article, a novel compact waveguide loaded air slots’
resonator (WLASR) was proposed for constructing inline
mixed-coupling circuits to produce TZs, which is an exten-
sion of our work reported in [29]. Herein, the WLASR is

0018-9480 © 2022 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the proposed resonator. (a) Front view. (b) Side
view.

Fig. 2. (a) Magnetic field distribution. (b) Electric field distribution.

analyzed in detail, including the center frequency ( f0) and
the unloaded quality factor (Qu). A comprehensive design
methodology of BPFs is also given. The filter structure is
designed for exploiting direct metal 3-D printing technology.
For validation, an inline fourth-order BPF with the center
frequency of 2.82 GHz, a bandwidth (BW) of 190 MHz,
and two controllable TZs is designed, fabricated, and tested.
To further demonstrate flexible design, compact sizes, and
integrated printing, two new inline sixth-order filters with
reshaped air slots’ resonators (ASRs) and feeding structures
are designed and fabricated. Both filters are wideband centered
at 5.02 and 4.97 GHz with fractional BWs (FBWs) of 14.8%
and 12.8%, respectively. For experimental validation, one of
them is fabricated and tested. The measured results agreed
well with the simulated ones.

II. RESONANT ANALYSIS

The simplest form of the WLASR, consisting of a cylinder
metal box and inserted single metal disk with etched air slots,
is sketched in Fig. 1, where the yellow, blue, and white colors
indicate the inside metal disk, surrounding box, and air slots,
respectively. Unless otherwise stated, the metal in this article
is aluminum (σ = 3.56 × 107 S/m). The critical dimensions
of the ASR are the thickness of the metal disk (t), length (Lm),
and width (Wm) of the air slot, metal part gaps (g1 and g2),
and the radius and the length of the surrounding cylinder,
respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the electric and magnetic field distributions
of the WLASR. Fig. 2(a) displays the maximum magnetic
field intensity located around the denoted short end and
decreasing along the path indicated in red until almost zero.
The electric field distribution is opposite with the maximum at
the denoted open end in Fig. 2(b). Hence, the resonator can be
approximately viewed as a quarter wavelength resonator. This
way, electric and magnetic dual paths can be formed without

TABLE I

COMPARISON RESULTS (L = 10.0 mm AND R = 14.0 mm)

Fig. 3. Simulated (a) f0, spurious mode, and (b) Qu versus the size of the
air slot.

adding any additional structures, which will be demonstrated
in Section III-C. The resonant frequency of the WLASR can
be estimated using (1) with the condition of L = 10.0 mm
and R = 14.0 mm

f (GHz) ≈ c · 103

4 · (2 · Lm − 2 · Wm − 2 · g1 + g2)(mm)
± δL(δR) (1)

where c is the velocity of light in vacuum and δ is the
correction factor for different values of L or R. For example,
by increasing L or R one millimeter and keeping other para-
meters unchanged, the resonant frequency will be decreased by
20 or 40 MHz, which yields δL equals 0.04 or δR equals 0.02.
Equation (1) is validated using CST Studio Suite to simulate
various cases. As seen in Table I, both results are matched
well.

Since Qu is another key factor of resonators, the relation-
ships between Qu and the various parameters are investigated,
as shown in Fig. 3. All physical dimensions are fixed as
follows except the one that is being varied for simulation

Authorized licensed use limited to: Heriot-Watt University. Downloaded on February 03,2022 at 12:01:43 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF COAXIAL AND PROPOSED RESONATORS

Fig. 4. 3-D view of the multipole filter based on WLASR.

(unit: mm). L = 10.0, R = 14.0, Lm = 16.0, Wm = 2.0,
g1 = 2.5, g2 = 1.6, and t = 1.5. As shown, increasing g1,
g2, and Wm values will result in a higher Qu and resonant
frequency. Wm is more effective for changing Qu with the
same frequency shift than changing g1 and g2. The thickness
of the metal disk, t , has more effect on the Qu up to ∼2 mm.
In addition, the spurious windows between the spurious mode
and the operating mode are pretty stable at the condition of
changing various parameters. The spurious window is around
2.3 f0–2.5 f0 calculated by spurious mode dividing operate
mode.

To further understand Qu of the resonator, a comparison
with the coaxial resonator was made, as shown in Table II,
where the proposed resonator has a comparable Qu to the
coaxial one. Considering that the proposed resonator can form
inline filtering structures without any shielding parts, the space
utilization can be further improved, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

III. PREDESIGNING BPF

As analyzed in Section II, the proposed resonator is suitable
for designing compact high Qu inline structure filters. This
section will discuss the design methodology in detail.

A. Filter Configuration

For traditional inline structure filters, shielding parts or
inductive windows are usually needed for the narrowband filter
design because the coupling strength of the adjacent resonators
is very strong [16]. Meanwhile, extra metal rods, disks, and
coupling strips [23]–[25] are used to construct mixed-coupling
circuits for producing TZs. However, these supplementary
parts will lower Qu, deteriorate the in-band performance, and
increase the complexity of the designed filter.

The proposed filter configuration removed all these parts
based on the WLASR, as shown in Fig. 4, where multiple
ASRs are placed in a metal box one by one. Due to the
characteristics of the field distribution of the resonator, the
inner mixed coupling can be obtained by adjusting the dis-
tance between the adjacent resonators (ds) directly with one

Fig. 5. 3-D side view of capacitive feeding.

Fig. 6. Simulated Qe versus the gap between the feeding probe and the first
resonator.

introduced TZ, according to [23]. Hence, for the higher order
(higher than second-order) filter structure, multiple TZs should
be expected. Like coaxial filters, coaxial cables with a 50-�
port impedance are utilized to excite the filter to get suitable
external coupling.

B. External Coupling

As depicted in Fig. 5, the indirect (capacitive) input–output
structure is used to obtain external coupling (Qe) coefficients.
According to [6], the required Qe can be extracted using

Qe = ω0τmax

4
(2)

where ω0 is the resonant frequency, while τmax is the maximum
group delay of S11 at resonance. Fig. 6 gives the simulated
results of Qe versus the gap between the feeding probe and
the first or last resonator (lp1). As it is shown, effective control
over Qe can be observed where the larger l p1 results in higher
Qe for various L values. However, it should be noted that the
dependence relationship of Qe to lp1 is too sensitive to control
when L is small. Hence, a larger L is needed for Qe to be
easily controlled.

C. Inner Mixed Coupling

The proposed resonator can form electric and magnetic
mixed inner coupling solely as it benefits from the special field
distribution. As indicated in Fig. 2, the short end and the open
end can be mainly regarded as inductive and capacitive parts,
respectively. The equivalent circuit of a two-pole mixed cou-
pled filter described in [23] can be constructed here, as shown
in Fig. 7, where Lr represents the self-inductance, and Lm and
Cm represent the mutual coupling inductance and capacitance,
respectively. In addition, Cr1 = (Cr · Cm)/(Cm − C), and

Authorized licensed use limited to: Heriot-Watt University. Downloaded on February 03,2022 at 12:01:43 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 7. Synchronously tuned equivalent series circuit with mixed coupling.

C2 = Cm /2 with Cr being the self-capacitance. By inserting
an electric wall (or a short circuit) and a magnetic wall (or an
open circuit) at the symmetry plane T–T′ in Fig. 7, we obtain

Lodd = Lr − Lm Leven = Lr + Lm (3)

Codd = C · Cm

Cm − C
Ceven = C · Cm

Cm + C
. (4)

Then, we have odd and even resonant frequencies

ωodd =
√

1

Lodd · Codd
=

√
Cm − C

(L − Lm) · C · Cm
(5)

ωeven =
√

1

Leven · Ceven
=

√
Cm + C

(L + Lm) · C · Cm
. (6)

It is well known that coupling coefficients can be obtained
using

k = ω2
odd − ω2

even

ω2
odd + ω2

even

. (7)

Substitute (5) and (6) into (7) to get another expression of k

k = km − ke

1 − km · ke
(8)

where km = Lm /Lr and ke = Cr /Cm represent magnetic and
electric couplings, respectively. According to [23], when km

is larger than ke or k is positive, one TZ will appear at the
lower side of the passband. Hence, as km decreases, the TZ
will shift to the right side, and vice versa.

To verify this, the whole coupling structure of the two-pole
filter is simulated using CST with weak capacitive feeding
by taking a very short length of pin (0.5 mm). All physical
sizes are the same as in Section II except for the one that is
being tuned. The simulated curves are shown in Fig. 8, where
two resonant peaks f1 and f2 ( f1 < f2) can be seen clearly.
If TZ appears at the lower side of center frequency, feven = f1,
and vice versa. In addition, the required electric and magnetic
coupling coefficients ke and km can be obtained using

km = 1

2

(
ω2

odd − ω2
0

ω2
odd − ω2

z

+ ω2
even − ω2

0

ω2
z − ω2

even

)
(9)

ke = ω2
z

2 ∗ ω2
0

(
ω2

0 − ω2
odd

ω2
z − ω2

odd

+ ω2
0 − ω2

even

ω2
even − ω2

z

)
(10)

where ω0 is the extreme point between f1 and f2 at the group
delay of S11, and ωz is the TZ point. As it is shown, larger
g1 produces smaller inductive coupling (km), and larger g2

produces larger capacitive coupling (ke). Hence, by increasing
g1 or g2, the odd mode along with TZ will be shifted to the
right of the passband as expected. However, in Fig. 8(a), the
even mode also changed a lot, which means that both ke and

Fig. 8. Simulated transmission results of the second-order filter shown in
Fig. 4. (a) Different values of g1. (b) Different values of g2.

Fig. 9. Impact of the distance between the adjacent resonators.

km are very sensitive to g1. Hence, it will be more convenient
to keep g1 constant and alter g2 to obtain different TZs while
ensuring that the even-mode frequency is fixed within a small
range.

In addition to g1 and g2, the distance between adjacent
ASRs (ds) can control TZ and odd mode. Fig. 9 shows that
larger ds brought capacitive-dominant coupling, making TZ
shift to the right with a minor change in f0. Besides, another
thing should be noted that the closer ke and km couplings are,
the closer TZ will be to the center frequency. The resonant
and TZ frequencies are given as

ωr = 1√
Lr · Cr

ωz = 1√
Lm · Cm

. (11)

Combining (8) and (11), we obtain

ω2
z

ω2
r

= ke

km
. (12)

It can be seen that, when ke approaches km , the TZ will move
closer to f0, which was also validated in Figs. 8 and 9.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Heriot-Watt University. Downloaded on February 03,2022 at 12:01:43 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 10. Simulated coupling coefficients k and kc versus the dimensions of
the air slots (g1 and g2) and ds.

In general, the above analysis has proved the coexistence
of electric and magnetic couplings in the proposed WLASR.
Fig. 10 gives the total classical coupling coefficient (kc) and
total mixed coupling (k) versus different g1, g2, and ds values.
Compared with g1, g2 is more effective in controlling k. Fur-
thermore, the error between k and kc is minimal, demonstrating
the accuracy of the extracted process.

By now, the whole design procedure should be clear as
follows: determine the Lm , Wm , and g1 values according to (1)
and Fig. 3 to meet the requirements of f0 and Qu initially,
then determine g2 to obtain desired inner coupling coefficients
roughly, and, finally, adjust ds to meet the specifications.

IV. DESIGN OF BPFS

A. Fourth-Order Filter Realization

Section III has presented a comprehensive analysis process
that we can use to design inline mixed-coupling filters based
on WLASR. Herein, a four-pole BPF centered at 2.82 GHz
with FBW of 6.73%, two controllable TZs located at 2.65 and
2.98 GHz, is designed for verification. Compared with previ-
ous works, the structure of the designed filter is pretty simple
and fully symmetrical. The physical structure and topology
are shown in Fig. 11 [29], where S/L denotes the input and
output port, while each node represents an air slot resonator.
J(S,1) and J(4,L) represent the capacitive external coupling.
In addition, the underline means dominant coupling between
the adjacent resonators where the inductive-dominant coupling
(k1,2 and k3,4) creates the TZ below the center frequency, while
the capacitive-dominant coupling (k2,3) creates the TZ above
the center frequency. The external and general mixed-coupling
coefficients are given as

Qe = 15.38; k12 = k34 = 0.0613; k23 = k32 = −0.0471.

In the realization of the fourth-order filter, ds between the
second and third resonators (the middle two resonators) should
be large for producing capacitive-dominant coupling according

Fig. 11. (a) Layout of the filter with dimensions. (b) Topology of the filter.
(c) Metal printed filter model.

Fig. 12. Synchronously tuned parallel equivalent circuit with mixed coupling.

Fig. 13. Equivalent circuit of the fourth-order filter with mixed coupling.
(L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 = 0.2364 nH, C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = 13.6175 pF,
Lm12 = Lm34 = 0.3112 nH, Cm12 = Cm34 = 11.71 pF, Lm23 = 0.44 nH,
Cm23 = 6.944 pF, L p = 0.3435 nH, and C p = 4.508 pF.)

to Fig. 9. However, the interesting thing is that the equivalent
circuit of the middle two resonators of the fourth-order filter
represents parallel coupling LC tank, as shown in Fig. 12 [30].
The parallel circuit is dual to the series one given in Fig. 7,
which has two meanings. The first is that capacitive-dominant
coupling in the four-pole filter behaves as an inductive-
dominant coupling in the two-pole filter. This means that
ds between the middle two resonators remains small, which
is beneficial to the filter miniaturization. The second is that
the extraction process equals extracting inductive-dominant
coupling but swapping the values of km and ke on the condition
of km = Lr /Lm and ke = Cm /Cr in the parallel circuit
model (CM).

Authorized licensed use limited to: Heriot-Watt University. Downloaded on February 03,2022 at 12:01:43 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 14. Synchronously tuned equivalent circuit with mixed coupling.

Since there is no theory to explain this, to the author’s
knowledge, the AWR Design Environment 12.0 (AWR 12)
is used to construct CMs for validation, as shown in Fig. 13.
The LC values can be obtained using the classical method
described in [6]. The values of Lm12, Cm12, Lm34, and Cm34

can be extracted using Fig. 7 and (9) and (10), while Lm23 and
Cm23 can be extracted using Fig. 12 and the same equations.
In addition, the port inductance (L p) is introduced by the
metal feeding probe, and the port capacitance (Cp) is formed
by the gap between the feeding probe and the first or the
last resonator. The introduced L p and Cp can be treated as
nonresonant node (NRN), which produces one TZ. The length
of the feeding probe can control the TZ position but is not
critical here. The TZ can be seen as a bonus after meeting
the requirements of Qe. The final simulated S-parameters of
CM and electromagnetic (EM) are shown in Fig. 14 where
both results matched well. This verified that the middle two
resonators behave as the parallel circuit, and TZ3 is produced
by the parallel port inductance and capacitance.

Then, considering the places of TZs, the electric and mag-
netic coupling coefficients can be extracted using (9) and (10):
km(1,2) = km(3,4) = 0.4148; ke(1,2) = ke(3,4) = 0.3630;
km(2,3) = 0.3072; and ke(2,3) = 0.3495. Using the extraction
procedure described in Sections II and III and combining the
optimization function of CST, the final dimensions can be
determined, as shown in Fig. 11(a). Herein, the cavity length
was increased to make Qe less sensitive to the lp1. Due to the
complexity of the inside structure, the metal 3-D metal printing
technique was adopted to print the filter. Renishaw Plc. printed
the designed filter using an AM250 metal printing system [31]
with a layer thickness of 25 μm. The material used was
ALSi10Mg-0403 powder compromised of aluminum alloyed
with 10% silicon and other minor elements. The presence of
silicon and other minor elements, such as magnesium, iron,
oxygen, and others, makes the model enjoy high electrical
conductivity (σ = 2.2 × 107 S/m) and lower weight while
being more robust than pure aluminum [32]. Fig. 11(c) shows
the metal printed filter model assembled in six pieces and
threaded rods. The surface holes are for further reducing
the weight of the filter. The measured filter response is also
plotted in Fig. 14, showing two desired TZs close to the
passband edges that significantly improve the selectivity. Note
that measured TZ3 is disappeared because the feeding is
still a little sensitive and even increased the cavity length.

Fig. 15. Transformation process from square to round air-slotted resonator.

Fig. 16. Comparison results of extracted Qe versus lp1 and lp2.

The measured f0 and BW are 2.82 GHz and 185 MHz,
respectively. The measured insertion loss is 0.9 dB, which
is higher than simulated due to the energy leakage from the
gaps, rough surface, and lower conductivity than the simulated
one. The filter still presents a quasi-elliptic bandpass response
with a high Qu of ∼1500 benefits from a complete metal
symmetrical structure.

B. Sixth-Order Filter Realization

The fourth-order filter presented in Section IV-A was
printed in several pieces for easy postprocessing and inspect-
ing. The initial prototype’s success has led to further research
and development of more filters with new features. Besides,
the equivalent circuit of the above four-pole filter is unique,
which is hard to deploy to design higher order filters. Hence,
the resonator was reshaped by rounding the corners for more
investigation, as shown in Fig. 15, where θs is the safe build
angle. Following the rule that θs should be less than 55◦ [31],
the new round air-slotted resonator is suitable for integrating
printing. In addition, referring to Figs. 3 and 8, it can be
found that it is possible and not hard to make Qu higher than
2000 with an appropriate choice for parameters. Regarding
the air-slotted resonator or Fig. 15, Wm was changed most,
and t increased to 1.75 mm to enhance the robustness and
improve Qu. Other parameters have also been altered that yield
Qu of more than 2000.

In order to control Qe with more flexibility but not increase
the length of the cavity, a transversal copper cylinder (denoted
by lp2) is added to the original coaxial feeding, as shown in
Fig. 16. By changing lp2, Qe can be adjusted gradually but
effectively. More specifically, lp2 can adjust Qe from 14.29 to
5.25 with a variation of 12 mm at the condition of lp1 =
0.6 mm. This is significantly less sensitive than changing lp1

while avoiding increasing the length of the cavity, as presented
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 17. (a) Layout of Filter A with dimensions. (b) Topology of Filter A.
(c) Frequency response of Filter A.

For validation, two filters denoted by filter A and filter B are
designed with reshaped compact feeding structure and metal-
air slot resonators, as shown in Figs. 17(a) and 18(a). Both
filters are based on the round air-slotted resonator with the
outer rectangular metal box for integrated printing. Filter A
is purposely designed with asymmetrical TZs that the central
frequency is located at 5.02 GHz, return loss of 15 dB, 14.8%
FBW, and first TZ ( fz1) located at 5.52 GHz. Fig. 17(b)
illustrates the topology of the filter, where all couplings are
capacitive-dominant coupling to achieve asymmetrical TZs.
This is achieved by selecting the values of g1 and g2 suitably.
According to Fig. 8, when g1 or g2 is chosen larger, the TZ
will always be located at the upper stopband even if ds is
very small. It should be stated that all adjacent resonators will
present an equivalent series circuit in this case. Considering the
places of TZs, the electric and magnetic coupling coefficients
are calculated as follows: km(1,2) = km(5,6) = 0.2719; ke(1,2) =
ke(5,6) = 0.4099; km(2,3) = km(4,5) = 0.2019; ke(2,3) = ke(4,5) =
0.3212; km(3,4) = 0.1716; and ke(3,4) = 0.2814. Using the
same extraction procedure as for the four-order filter and
combining CST full-wave optimization, the final dimensions
can be determined, as shown in Fig. 17(a). The results of
CM of the topology and EM of the physical structure are
plotted together in Fig. 17(c), where both results matched well,
and three TZs were generated as expected. Among them, TZ1

is produced by mixed coupling k(3,4), and TZ2 and TZ3 are
by k(2,3) and k(1,2), respectively. The three TZs remarkably
improved the rejection performance of the filter.

Furthermore, to demonstrate that this air-slotted resonator
is also applicable to filters with symmetrical TZs, Filter B

Fig. 18. (a) Layout of Filter B with dimensions. (b) Topology of Filter B.
(c) Frequency response of Filter B.

Fig. 19. (a) Printed model of Filter A. (b) Frequency response of the filter.

has a pair of rectangular metal posts that are added between
the middle two resonators, as shown in Fig. 18(a). Filter
B is designed at a center frequency of 4.95 GHz, 15 dB
in-band return loss, and 12.8% FBW. fz1 and fz2 are located
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TABLE III

COMPARISON WITH OTHER PUBLISHED WORKS

at 4.59 and 5.39 GHz, respectively. Fig. 18(b) shows the topol-
ogy of the filter where k(3,4) is inductive-dominant coupling
and others are capacitive-dominant. The inductive-dominant
coupling can be controlled by the length (lmp) and the width
(Wmp) of the metal posts. It is intuitive to see that a larger
length or width can get larger inductive-dominant coupling.
The electric and magnetic coupling coefficients are calculated
as follows: km(1,2) = km(5,6) = 0.3223; ke(1,2) = ke(5,6) =
0.4328; km(2,3) = km(4,5) = 0.2295; ke(2,3) = ke(4,5) = 0.3241;
km(3,4) = 0.4985; and ke(3,4) = 0.4288. The extracted process
described in Section III also applies here to determine the
dimensions, as shown in Fig. 18(a). The comparison between
the results of CM and EM simulations is shown in Fig. 18(b),
where it can be seen that desired TZs are obtained. Among
them, TZ1 is produced by mixed coupling k(3,4), while TZ2

and TZ3 are generated by k(2,3) and k(1,2), respectively.
For experimental validation, Filter A was selected to

be printed using the AM500Q additive manufacturing
machine [31] provided by Renishaw Plc. with a layer thickness
of 30 μm. The powder particle used is the same as for
the fourth-order filter. Fig. 19(a) shows the printed Filter A
prototype. Even with complex inside structures, the model
was printed with only two pieces, which highly reduced the
fabrication and assembly process and errors. Benefiting from
integrated printing, the thickness of the outer box was only
3.5 mm, which makes the footprint more compact.

The measured and simulated results are shown in Fig. 19(b),
where both results are agreed very well even without the
postpolishing process. In detail, the measured f0 and BW are
5.01 GHz and 745 MHz, respectively. The filter exhibits excel-
lent stopband performance with the first spurious passband
appearing at around 3 f0 (13.65 GHz). The maximum return
loss is approximately 15 dB. The higher in-band loss (0.45 dB)
than simulated (0.15 dB) is caused mainly by the rough surface
and lower conductivity value of powder particles.

Table III compared the designed two six-pole filters with
other compact metal combline filters in terms of frequency,
fractal BW, size, and Qu. As it can be observed, the proposed
six-pole filters present the smallest size compared with oth-
ers while remaining competitive Qu values. Specifically, the
designed filters can reduce the longitudinal dimensions highly
without increasing profiles. Concerning that the topology is
pretty simple and controllable TZs, the proposed waveguide
loaded air slotted resonator is a good candidate for quasi-
elliptic in-line BPFs applications.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presents a waveguide-loaded ASR with a com-
prehensive analysis for the first time. Based on the resonator,
one fourth-order and two sixth-order inline mixed-coupling
BPFs are designed. Compared with traditional inline BPFs, the
designed filters eliminate the use of shielding walls and extra
structures to obtain the required mixed-coupling coefficients.
This makes these filters enjoy compact sizes with higher Qu.
For experimental validation, a metal 3-D printing technology
is utilized to print the designed filter models. The measured
results showed a good agreement with simulated ones.
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